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THERMOCOUPLES & PILOTS

UNI-LINE FLAME WITH REPLACES ITT-GENERAL
ORDER NO. PATTERN TYPE OF GAS THERMOPILE* PART NUMBER

1820-009 90° RIGHT • PG9A42JTL020

1820-019 90° LEFT • PG9A41JTL020

1820-029 90° RIGHT

1820-039 90° LEFT

* 1950-532 Thermopile.

1800-100 UNIVERSAL 9B PILOT UNI-KIT®

The 1800-100 Universal 9B Pilot Uni-Kit is a 4-ported pilot designed to
replace all obsolete Model 9B pilot variations. The kit includes fittings for 1/4"
tubing and an adaptor for fittings to adapt to 3/16" tubing. Each kit comes
with a natural orifice installed and includes a separate L.P. gas orifice.

The 1800-100 is hooded, aerated, constant burning pilot for main burner
ignition. When used with the Uni-Line 1980 or 1970 Series or similar ther-
mocouples, it provides a heat source for the thermo-electric automatic pilot
magnet.

1800-100

1810-100UNIVERSAL 2BLC PILOT UNI-KIT®

The 1810-100 Universal 2BLC Pilot Uni-Kit is designed to replace the obso-
lete Model 2B/2BLC Pilot which is no longer in production. The kit includes
fittings for 1/4" tubing and an adaptor and fittings to adapt to 3/16" tubing.
Each kit comes with a Natural gas orifice installed and includes a separate
L.P. gas orifice.

The 1810-100 is an aerated, constant burning pilot for main burner ignition.
When used with the Uni-Line 1980-1970 Series or similar thermocouples, it
provides a heat source for the thermo-electric automatic pilot magnet.

1810-100

1820SERIES PG9 REPLACEMENT PILOT UNI-KITS®

The 1820 Series Uni-Kits are designed to replace those hard-to-find ITT-
General PG9 type pilots. Each Uni-Kit comes with a natural gas orifice
installed and a separate L.P. gas orifice. A special 1/4" tubing adaptor is
provided that allows use of original tubing with nut and ball sleeve. (No cut-
ting of original tubing is necessary). Uni-Kits are available with and without
a 32" thermopile. See Ordering Data.

These 1820 Pilot Uni-Kits are aerated type pilots, combining the best fea-
ture of an incinerator type pilot and a target type pilot. These pilots have
non-linting characteristics, and no air shutters or supplementary shields
requiring assembly or adjustment are needed. 

1820-009

PILOT ONLY

NATURAL AND L.P. GAS ORIFICES INCLUDED 

ORDERING DATA


